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"a group of techniques in which a physical property of a substance is 

measured as a function of temperature whilst the substance is 

subjected to a controlled temperature program“

International Confederation of Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry (ICTAC)
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What is Thermal Analysis?

Thermal Analysis covers…
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What is Thermal Analysis?



TA techniques

Technique Measured quantity

Thermogravimetric Analysis TGA Mass

Differential Thermal Analysis DTA Temperature difference

Differential Scanning Calorimetry DSC Heat flow

Thermomechanical Analysis TMA Sample dimensions (static)

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis DMA Deformation (dynamic)

Thermo-Optical Analysis TOA Light transmittance



The success story of Thermal Analysis

 Dr Erhart Mettler

Towards the late 50´s, this 

Swiss entrepreneur looked at 

expanding the weighing 

markets.

 Dr Hans-Georg Wiedemann

An East German Scientist 

subjects a sample to a thermal 

program and measures weight 

changes online.

An analytical 

balance from1945

Thermal Analysis TA1

1964

The first ever TGA/DTA



The Success Story of Thermal Analysis

Substitution 

balance (1940s)
Modular concept 

(1960s)
Multi-pile TGA-

DSC sensor 

(1970s)

Microprocessor-

controlled system 

(1980s)

Automation 

(1990s)

DMA with high 

frequencies 

(2002)
MultiSTAR® DSC 

sensors (2004)
TOPEM® TMDSC 

(2005)

Innovation since 1945

Thermal Analysis 

Excellence (2007)



What is a DSC?

Differential:  measurement of the difference in heat flow 

from sample and reference side

Scanning:     the common operation mode is to run   

temperature or time scans 

Calorimeter: instrument to measure heat or heat flow. 

Heat flow: a transmitted power measured in mW 

What is a DSC



Ice

Ts Tr

Hot Plate         

Heat the hot plate from -20 °C to 30 °C, 

What will happen to the ice?

How do Ts and Tr react?

How do the Ts and Tr relate to each other? 

Air

DSC working principle



DSC: temperature program and DSC-signal
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Time
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Temperature
Tr
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Time

∆T =Ts-Tr
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DSC raw signal

DSC working principle



DSC working principle

DSC raw signal, 

Time

or Tr

∆T =Ts-Tr

0

-0.5

Tf

Time

or Tr

Heat flow (mW)

0

-10
DSC signal, 

Peak integral -> ∆H

=∆T/Rth

Rth, thermal 

resistance of the 

system

∆H



Baseline slope

Where, 

m is the sample mass

cp is the specific heat  capacity 

of the sample

 is the heating rate

Time

or Tr

Heat flow 

(mW)

0

-10

Initial deflection



A normal DSC curve is not horizontal, its baseline shows a slope.

β pcm



ICTA and Anti-ICTA

ICTAC (International Confederation for Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry)

Direction of DSC signal
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ICTA  (∆T=Ts-Tr)

endothermic downwards,    

exothermic upwards.

Anti-ICTA  (∆T=Tr-Ts)
endothermic upwards, 

exothermic downwards.



Endothermic and exothermic effects

Endothermic:

When the sample absorbs energy, the enthalpy change is said to be 

endothermic. Processes such as melting and vaporization are endothermic.

Exothermic:

When the sample releases energy, the process is said to be exothermic. 

Processes such as crystallization and oxidation are exothermic.



Exothermic effect

DSC raw signal
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DSC curve of a Polymer
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1. initial startup deflection; 2. glass transition; 

3. crystallization; 4. melting; 5. vaporization; 6. decomposition. 



Introducing Thermal Analysis STARe

system



How to evaluate melting peaks

• Pure materials:

- onset (independent of  heating rate)

- Hf baseline: line, integral tangential

• Impure materials:

- peak temperature (depends on )

- Hf baseline: line, tangential right     

- purity analysis for eutectic systems

(based on curve shape analysis)

• Polymers

- peak temperature (depends on  and m)

- Hf baseline: line, spline, integral tangential



amorphous solid,

rigid, brittle
liquid (non polymers)

rubber like (polymers)

What is glass transition?

Glass transition is cooperative molecular movement. 

Glassy state Rubbery stateGlass transition



Materials

Additives

Plasticizers

Impurities

Fillers

Processing

Thermal treatment

Mechanical stressing

Shaping

Storage and use

Material

Properties

Where to use DSC?

Polymers

Pharmaceuticals

Chemicals

Food

Cosmetics 



Basic DSC principles / Applications

 What is measured by DSC ?

 Commonly determined paramters by DSC:

 Heat flow in mW, absorbed or released by a sample

 Enthalpy change in W/gram

 Specific heat in J(oule)/gram/K(elvin)

 Temperature in °C or Kelvin

 Typical DSC applications:

 Melting Polymorphism

 Crystallization Curing reactions - Thermosets

 Glass Transition Specific Heat Cp

 OIT (oxidation induction time) SFI (liquid fraction of fat)

 Purity Denaturation of proteins

 Kinetics of decompositions                Phase transition of lipids

 Freeze drying                                     Compatibility studies Active - Excipients



Heat-flux measuring principle

Sample and reference are heated in the same furnace/atmosphere 

environment.

Temperature of sample and reference are measured with a pair OR 

Multiple thermopiles

Temperature difference is converted into energy by multipoint 

calibration

ReferenceSample
Sample Reference



Advantages of Heatflux DSC

Sample and reference are heated in the same furnace; no imbalance or asymmetry 

problems

All baseline changes are due to thermal effects of the sample

Multiple thermopiles provides fastest signal response and hence best possible peak 

resolution

Small furnace mass allows fast heating > 300K/min. and controlled cooling 



Various crucibles for all applications

High pressure crucible 

150 MPa, steel/gold 

Medium pressure 

crucible, steel 100 l

Standard crucible 

aluminum, 40 l

Light crucible 

aluminum, 20 l



Pressure crucibles for Safety studies

Disposable HP crucible

Steel gold plated with pan 

seal (gold plated)

50 µl; 150 bar (15 MPa)

Re-usable HP crucible

Steel gold plated with pan 

seal (gold plated)

30 µl; 150 bar (15 MPa)



Heat protection

Automatic furnace lid
DSC sensor    

exchangeable

Cold finger

Cooling flange

Compression spring 
construction

Cross Section  DSC Furnace Heat flux 

Silver furnace, inert

Flat heater
Pt 100



ReferenceSample

DSC Schematics Heat flux type

Heating 

block

sensor

Heat flow in FRS5 sensor



1. sensitivity 3. Baseline

2. Resolution 4. Temperature Control

DSC performance

DSC Performance



Heat Transfer

Furnace      Sample

Time constant for heat transfer

 = f (cell,  sensor, crucible, gas, temperature,. )

Heater               Resistance Measured 

Temp.Sensorconductive effect

FlexCal Model



Physical interpretation of Tau signal

How long does the system take to equilibrate  ?

 Signal time constant, signal

signal = RthCs,       Cs = Cpan+ Csample+ Csensor

Cpan (50 mg Al-pan)                   50 mJ/K

Csample (10 mg, 1.5 J/gK)           15 mJ/K

Csensor  10 mJ/K

 signal  0.04 K/mW  75 mJ/K = 3 s

with helium , 20µl cruc = 1.2 s         



Temperatures in TGA

ef or Tprogram

β.tlag = Tcell -Tref

ell or Tfurnace

tlag

tlag-sh

Tau lag in DSC : New Technologies



Tau lag calibration

What is taulag ? : Reference temperature lags furnace

 lag = time constant of temperature equilibrium between furnace  

temp. & ref. temp. this is function of the thermal resistance of 

the sensor & heat capacities of sensor & crucible

Tau lag = temp. anticipation of furnace against ref.  

Amount of lag is proportional to heating rate 

= (Tf – Tr ) =  lag .β

The tau lag adjustment corrects the dynamic behaviour of the 

measuring cell. 

Two simple control measurements are sufficient to determine whether 

a tau lag adjustment is necessary. Determine the Onset temp.’s of 

Indium at two diff. heating rates. e.g. 5 & 10 K/min. If the Onset 

temp.’s are significantly different (which is physically not possible), 

then a tau lag adjustment is required

Tau lag calculation :

Plot Tm versus β (heating rate)

Slope is Tau lag (instrument response time)



Tau lag determination

As there is no temp. sensor inside ref. & sample, we need to use 

crucibles & sensor which act as thermal resistances, m.p. of pure 

substances will be shifted with heating rates if no corrections are 

applied.   

Determination of tau lag :

First set Tau lag on Zero , measure melting of pure substance (metal) 

with diff. heating rates

Tau lag is now used to control the furnace in order that the 

temp. program =  temp. of reference

Tf = Tr +  lag .β



Heating rates :  20 , 60 , 80 , 100 k/min

Gas : Helium

mass : 4.97 mg

Sample : Azoxyanisole
100 k/min

80

60

20

mW

50

°C70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170

êxo resolution test 20/60/80/100 k:min 27.04.2001 17:03:58

DEMO Version  SystemeRTAMETTLER TOLEDO S

Temperature not influenced by heating rates



temperature stabilisation time

-20k/min+10k/min

Tau lag * cooling rate =

            1.8 °c

3 s

furnace advance = 5.48s * 10/60 =0.9 °c

Tau lag (188°c ) = 4.7 +(0.004*188) =5.48s

Calibration: 

Sensor CERAMIC:FRS5 HIGH

Pt100, 22.08.2001 10:15:20

R(T) = 100.0524 + 0.3929T - 58.0200e-06T 2̂ Ohm

Pan Aluminum Standard 40ul

  Factor 1

  Tau Lag Factor 1

Calibrated: 22.08.2001 10:29:23

Gas Air:  Factor 1

  Tau Lag    : 4.7048 + 4.1841e-03T + 0.0000T̂ 2 s

  E Indium   : 26.1650e+03 1/mW

  dE relative: -5.2114e-03 + 33.2784e-06T + 0.0000T^2 

Cooling rate = -20k/min

T program 

T sample

( no sample)

T furnaceHR = + 10k/min

°C

186

187

188

189

190

191

s3265 3270 3275 3280 3285 3290 3295 3300

êxo DSC Tf , Ts , T r ,Tp ,Tau lag +10/-20k 11.09.2001 17:55:37

DEMO Version  SystemeRTAMETTLER TOLEDO S

Perfect temp.control during heat/cool cycle

thanks to Tau lag calibration



42

DSC Onset In, Sn, Pb, Zn

Zn DSC821/53, 16.06.1998 16:44:00

Zn DSC821/53, 2.8820 mg

Pb DSC821/53, 16.06.1998 17:11:07

Pb DSC821/53, 6.4350 mg

In DSC821/53, 16.06.1998 17:33:33

In DSC821/53, 6.8820 mg

Sn DSC821/53, 16.06.1998 18:01:03

Sn DSC821/53, 6.2470 mg

^exo Onset In,Sn,Pb,Zn 17.06.1998 08:38:00

MSG : M.Pfister METTLER  TOLEDO STARe System

Heating Rate:      10 K/min

Pan: Aluminum Standard 40ul
Zn
Onset 419.49 °C

Pb
Onset 327.39 °C

In
Onset 156.60 °C

Sn
Onset 232.08 °C

mW
20

°C120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420



Heat/cool cycle without temperature lag

heating : +10K/min

cooling : -10K/min

resol AZOXYANISOLE 5 mg in He, 5.0000 mg

Sensor CERAMIC:DSC820

Tau Lag: 3.4198 + 4.4907e-03T + 0.0000T^2 s

Tau Sig: 0.0000 + 0.0000T + 0.0000T^2 s

E Indium: 1244.9894 1/mW

Onset 134.98 °C

Onset 134.99 °C

mW

10

°C124 126 128 130 132 134 136 138 140 142

êxo AZOXY +10/-10 K/min (Tlag) 20.11.2000 08:17:08

DEMO Version  SystemeRTAMETTLER TOLEDO S



No asymmetry: Indium run on sample/reference position on 

sensor

Sample : indium  6.29 mg

sample on R position

Sample on S position

Integral     -179.67 mJ

  normalized -28.56 Jg^-1

Onset          156.63 °C

Heating Rate   10.00 °Cmin^-1

Integral     176.73 mJ

  normalized 28.10 Jg^-1

Onset          156.66 °C

Heating Rate   10.00 °Cmin^-1

mW

20

min

°C125.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 145.0 150.0 155.0 160.0 165.0 170.0 175.0 180.0 185.0

14.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5 17.0 17.5 18.0 18.5 19.0 19.5 20.0

^exo position of sample on S or R 30.03.2001 17:38:26

DEMO Version  SystemeRTAMETTLER TOLEDO S



Influence of sampling rate to peak presentation



Heat flow 

TS1
TS28 TR1

TR28

S RT= Ts -  Tr 

Pt 100



Reproducibility



Cooling behavior
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Thermogravimetric Analyser Outline

 Measuring principle

 TGA Schematics Horizontal & Vertical Designs 

 Balance

 Sensors

 Gases/Controllers

 Buoyancy effect / blank corrections

 Performance

 Applications



Measuring principle of TGA

 Sample is subjected to a temperature program usually heating at a constant 

rate.

 Mass change of the sample is measured by a highly sensitive balance.

 Measurement is carried out in a well defined atmosphere (inert or reactive).

 (S)DTA and DSC signals allow determination of calorimetric effects (e.g. 

melting where there is no change of mass.

 Simultaneous evolved gas analysis is possible; in this case the furnace 

outlet is connected to a gas analyzer (MS, FTIR, GC...).

 Environmental control can be achieved by connecting a humidity generator.



Water cooling

Gas outlet

for coupling

Gases

Reactive

Protective

Purge

Schematics of a Horizontal TGA

Sample

Furnace

Parallel guided

ultramicro or

micro balance

Thermostated

balance chamber

Furnace motor for

sample chamber

opening

Reactive gas

inlet tube

Gas controller
Optional EGA



Traditional Vertical Design TGA

Dead volume



1. Modularity 

2. Balance technology 

3. Horizontal design

- minimize chimney effect 

- laminar gas flow (only in one direction), ideal for stable weight signal 

- easy gas exchange, no vacuum needed put possible or possible to go 
up to high purge flow rates, separate corrosive gas inlet for analysis 
at sample with high concn. of corrosive gas 

- ease of operation, best for automation, easy coupling of MS or FTIR 

(EGA)

- furnace : ceramic, robust, small volume, good temp control, best

symmetry because of one arm

- balance and electronics can be separated, easy installation into 

glovebox

4. SDTA/DTA/DSC signal

TGA Benefit of Horizontal Design



Typical TGA curve



Most important applications TGA

 Temperature and course of decomposition

 Thermal stability

 Pyrolysis in inert gas

 Burning profiles in oxidative atmosphere

 Curie transition (needs a magnet) 

 Adsorption/Desorption (Drying process)

 Content analysis (moisture, volatiles, ash, fillers)

 Material analysis of new materials (organo-ceramic compounds,
fuel cells, precursers, nano-composites)

 Oxidation / reduction analysis on metals

 Combined TGA-EGA for Evolved Gas Analysis TGA- MS - FTIR

Among others analysis of

 Coal Proximate Analysis Rubber Blends, Carbon black

 Hydrates Pseudo Polymorphs Carbonates 

 Binders Polymers

 Explosives Minerals

 Organic substances



TGA : Furnace Cross Section

•Gas outlet

•MS

•FTIR

•Sorption

Cooled 

silica jacket

Reactive gas 

capillary

Thermostated 

balance chamber

Heater

Heat flow 

sensors

BufflesTemperature 

sensor

Balance

beam
Adjustment 

ring weights



Balance basics

 A balance is used to measure the mass of an object.

 While the word "weigh" or "weight" is often used, any balance scale measures mass, 

which is not dependant of the force of gravity.

 Some of the sources of potential error in a high-precision balance include the following: 

- Buoyancy, due to the fact that the object being weighed displaces a certain amount of air, which 

must be accounted for.

- Mechanical misalignment due to thermal expansion/contraction of components of the balance. 

- Earth's magnetic field may act on iron components in the balance. 

- Magnetic fields from nearby electrical wiring may act on iron components. 

- Magnetic disturbances to electronic pick-up coils or other sensors. 

- Forces from electrostatic fields, for example, from feet shuffled on carpets on a dry day. 

- Chemical reactivity between air and the substance being weighed (or the balance itself, in the 

form of corrosion). 

- Condensation of atmospheric water on cold items. 

- Evaporation of water from wet items. 

- Convection of air from hot or cold items. 

- The Coriolis force from Earth's rotation. 

- Gravitational anomalies (i.e. using the balance near a mountain; failing to level and recalibrate 

the balance after moving it from one geographical location to another.) 

- Vibration and seismic disturbances; for example, the rumbling from a passing truck. 



Balance principle

The most simple balance cell ‘Top loading 

types’ (not really working) would consist of the 

sample holder and a coil that generates an 

electromechanical force.

The problem here is that the sample holder is 

not guided. In reality it would bend to the side 

and as a result there would be some friction.

 wrong result because the force has to 

compensate the gravimetric force as well as 

the friction.

Basic idea of the compensation



TGA Ultra-micro balance

 Parallel guidance: the balance ensures that the position of the sample 

does not influence the weight measurement. If the position of the sample 

changes during melting, no change in weight occurs.

Parallel Guidance for Unsurpassed Accuracy



Parallel guided vs. conventional balance

Non parallel-guided balance :
sample position influences the weighing signal

Parallel-guided balance:
Sample position has no influence on the 
weighing signal

Lever depends on sample position



What are the smallest weight losses that can be measured with 

the thermobalance?

 Noise: typically about 0.5 – 1 g (RMS)

 Blank: reproducibility  5 g @ 500 °C and 10 K/min

 Drift: typically 5 g/h

To identify a weight step, the weight change should be at least twice as large 

as the peak-to-peak noise. The peak-to-peak noise is about 2 g. For 

unambiguous identification, the weight change should therefore be at least 

4 g.

Sensitivity



Determination of residues (ash)

In this case, the reproducibility of the blank curve and the amount of 

sample are critical.

Task

An ash content of approx. 1% shall be determined with a relative 

accuracy of 1%.

What sample weight is needed?

Answer 

• Assumption: reproducibility of the blank curve  10 g

• 1% accuracy  residue must be 1 mg

• the sample must therefore weigh 100 mg.

Minimal sample size



Difference between DSC, DTA and SDTA®

TGA/DTA/DSC : New Sensor Technology

 DSC measures the heat flow in mW whereas the DTA/SDTA supplies the 

temperature difference between the sample and the reference.

 DTA/SDTA® is mostly used in combination with TGA or TMA instruments, 

and provides information that is otherwise not revealed by these 

techniques (e.g. solid-solid phase transitions). DTA instruments are 

generally less sensitive than dedicated DSC instruments.

DSC offers increased sensitivity.



What is „SDTA“ ?

S        R

TS

TR

DTA = TS –TR

SDTA: TR is not measured but 

calculated from the furnace 

temperature.

Sample run:  TS

Blank run: no sample,  TR

TF

TS

TF

Sample run – blank run = TS – TR = DTA

but measured sequentially.

If you run a sample and a blank:



Why Single DTA ?



TGA/SDTA : Sensor

 The SDTA® sensor consists of a platinum support with a 

thermocouple that measures the sample temperature. 

SDTA®

Better understanding of reactions because of added 

information to TGA data



TGA/DTA: Sensor

 The DTA sensor measures the sample and the reference 

temperatures. The support is made of platinum. The differential 

measurement improves the signal-to-noise.

DTA

Sample and reference crucible as in a DSC setup



TGA/DSC : Sensor

 The DSC sensor consists of 6 thermocouples located directly 

below a protective ceramic support and measuring the sample 

and reference temperatures.

DSC

6 thermocouples generate a larger measurement signal, which 

improves the signal-to-noise ratio.



Polymorphism by SDTA



Aspartame



 Protective gas: - protects the balance from reaction products and humidity 

- any dry gas, flow rate 20 ml/min

- required during operation

 Reactive gas: - flows right above the sample, e.g. O2, air,...

- flow rate typically 50 ml/min

 Purge gas: - purges the reaction products

- usually N2 or Ar, typical flow rate 50 ml/min

- usually not needed

 Vacuum: - dynamic vacuum

- minimum pressure  10 mbar        

 Furnace purge gas: - for fast cooling (He) or to maintain inert conditions (N2)

Tightness check of the instrument: flow should withstand 10 to 20 mbar (water 

column check)

Remanent O2 concentration typically 350 ppm (depends on the conditions !)

Gases with TGA



Buoyancy

 Archimedes: buoyancy = mass of the displaced volume of the atmosphere:    

m = V 

 V = volume of the crucible, sample, part of the sample holder, etc.

  = density of the gas in the furnace

 The density of gas decreases with increasing temperature, e.g. for air:

- 1.29 mg/ml at   25 °C

- 0.62 mg/ml at 225 °C

- 0.41 mg/ml at 425 °C

 Results in upward force equal to the weight of the „active“ volume. 

 Since the density of the gas in the furnace decreases with increasing 

temperature, buoyancy reduces upon heating  apparent weight increase

 Blank curve needed to correct for the mass effect 



Buoyancy



TGA blank reproducibility

blank substracted by blank

Method: blank TGA 25/1000/20 : 150ml R+P 70µlAlo

  25.0-1000.0°C 20.00°C/min        N2, 150.0 ml/min

blanc TGA/LF 150 ml/ N2 R+P 70 µl Alox, 31.08.2000 21:35:18

blanc TGA/LF 150 ml/ N2 R+P 70 µl Alox, 10.0000e-06 mg

blanc TGA/LF 150 ml/ N2 R+P 70 µl Alox, 31.08.2000 22:59:39

blanc TGA/LF 150 ml/ N2 R+P 70 µl Alox, 10.0000e-06 mg

blanc TGA/LF 150 ml/ N2 R+P 70 µl Alox, 01.09.2000 00:23:54

blanc TGA/LF 150 ml/ N2 R+P 70 µl Alox, 10.0000e-06 mg

mg

-0.10

-0.05

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

min

°C0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

TGA/LF blank reprod 150 ml 01.09.2000 04:30:20

DEMO Version  SystemeRTAMETTLER TOLEDO S

due to buoyancy 

small apparent increase in weight 
dependent on gas, gasflow and crucible



no change on ref and furnace

overshoot of 100° on sample

is not influenced by the heat coming

from sample during burning of C black

Heating rate on Tfurnace

Heating rate on Tsample

T sample measured

T program ( not measured) = T ref

T furnace measured

with Tf

with Ts

RUBBER  WITH O2°C

0
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700

min0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

°Cmin^-1

-150

-100

-50

0

50

100

min0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

10 k/min

Method: TGA 25 5min /900 O2  150µl alox

  25.0°C 5.0 min                   O2, 100.0 ml/min

  25.0-900.0°C 10.00°C/min         O2, 100.0 ml/min

%

50

min0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

êxo temp control Ts-Tf-Tp TGA851  rubber O2 09.11.1999 17:24:18

DEMO Version  SystemeRTAMETTLER TOLEDO S

Carbon black burning increase the heating rate in the sample by 
a factor 10 !!!


